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A B S T R A C T

Social robots coexist with humans in situations where they have to exhibit proper communication skills. Since
users may have different features and communicative procedures, personalizing human–robot interactions is
essential for the success of these interactions. This manuscript presents Active Learning based on computer
vision and human–robot interaction for user recognition and profiling to personalize robot behavior. The
system identifies people using Intel-face-detection-retail-004 and FaceNet for face recognition and obtains
users’ information through interaction. The system aims to improve human–robot interaction by (i) using
online learning to allow the robot to identify the users and (ii) retrieving users’ information to fill out their
profiles and adapt the robot’s behavior. Since user information is necessary for adapting the robot for each
interaction, we hypothesized that users would consider creating their profile by interacting with the robot more
entertaining and easier than taking a survey. We validated our hypothesis with three scenarios: the participants
completed their profiles using an online survey, by interacting with a dull robot, or with a cheerful robot. The
results show that participants gave the cheerful robot a higher usability score (82.14∕100 points), and they were
more entertained while creating their profiles with the cheerful robot than in the other scenarios. Statistically
significant differences in the usability were found between the scenarios using the robot and the scenario that
involved the online survey. Finally, we show two scenarios in which the robot interacts with a known user
and an unknown user to demonstrate how it adapts to the situation.
1. Introduction

Robots working in dynamic environments require robust adaptive
echanisms and algorithms to complete their tasks successfully (Mit-
unaga et al., 2008) (e.g., Chiang et al., 2019; Mújica-Vargas, 2021;
e Jesús Rubio et al., 2022). Numerous studies on human–robot inter-
ction (HRI) (Churamani et al., 2017; Di Napoli et al., 2018; Caleb-Solly
t al., 2018; Rossi et al., 2019; López-González et al., 2020; de Jesús Ru-
io, 2020; de Jesús Rubio et al., 2021) suggest that robot behavior that
s adapted to the user improves the interaction quality, user acceptance,
nd robot usability. In this vein, when many users use a social robot,
ts performance can be hindered if personalization is not performed. To
vercome this problem, we propose a system that allows social robots to
dentify new users and actively create a profile for personalized HRI. In
real social environment, the number of users encountered by a robot
ill tend to rise with time. Traditional proposals usually use offline
earning to allow the robot to enlarge its list of acquaintances, which
equires a system restart.
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The main contribution of this work is to present an online recog-
nition and user profiling system for social robots based on computer
vision and HRI to personalize the activities that the robot suggests
to its users during entertainment sessions and cognitive stimulation
exercises. As described in Section 2, the existing literature employs
questionnaires that must be completed by hand by the user; these
questionnaires are then inserted into the robot before the interaction
occurs. To overcome this issue, we propose, as the primary novelty of
our work, combining different state-of-the-art algorithms in computer
vision with HRI techniques to actively learn to recognize the users that
interact with the robot, retrieve meaningful information from them,
and finally adapt the robot’s behavior depending on the user’s features
without the need to restart the robot to include new user profiles.

We base our system on active learning (AL) (Settles, 2009), a method
that allows our social robot Mini (Salichs et al., 2020) to perceive
when a new user appears; it takes the initiative to learn to recognize
the user’s face, the user’s preferences concerning robot activities, and
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other attributes during the interaction. Our AL system uses a face
recognition model based on neural networks to learn the user’s face the
first time they meet the robot. Then, using HRI, the robot completes
the user profile by using a predefined set of questions (contained
in Appendix) to obtain the user attributes. Our AL system has three
objectives for Mini to complete. First, it trains the face detector online
to actively identify the people who work with the robot. Second, it
creates and updates the users’ attributes, which are stored in their
unique profiles, using HRI. Finally, Mini identifies known users and
autonomously updates the profiles of the recognized people. Thus, the
system’s primary goal is to be aware of the users using the robot and,
if they are unknown, to autonomously learn to identify them in order
to personalize its interactions.

We investigated the differences in the robot’s usability for the cre-
ation of the user profile under three scenarios to validate our proposal:
(i) filling out the user profile using an online form (without robot
intervention) (Scenario 1), (ii) interacting with a dull robot (Scenario
2), and (iii) interacting with a cheerful and interactive robot (Scenario 3).
Additionally, we also measured the user entertainment level at different
stages of the profiling process. We hypothesize that the robot’s usability
and the user entertainment level will be higher when a cheerful robot
is used compared to the other alternatives, since users may perceive
the robot as more natural and friendly. Once we found the scenario
that participants preferred, we demonstrated the system’s real-time
operation in two HRI scenarios. These scenarios show that our system
works when Mini interacts with known and unknown users. In the
former case, the robot creates an empty profile and stores pictures of
the user to train a face recognition system to identify the user in the
future. In the latter case, the robot identifies the user and updates their
profile using HRI.

This manuscript continues in Section 2 with a detailed description
of the background information related to this work. Then, Section 3
describes the materials and methods used by our system. Section 4
introduces our AL system, which consists of learning to recognize
and profiling the users who interact with the robot using computer
vision and HRI. Next, Section 5 describes the experimental setup and
valuation used to assess whether users prefer to create their profile
ith the robot or using an online survey. Then, the section shows the
esults of the system usability and user entertainment level studies.
inally, this section describes the two scenarios in which the active
rofiling system is used in real HRIs. Then, Section 6 discusses the

study’s primary outcomes and enumerates this work’s limitations. The
paper concludes in Section 7 by stating the main contributions and
future applications of the user profiling system introduced in this study.

2. Background

This section surveys the related work concerning the identification
and profiling of users by social robots and artificial agents. Then, it
presents studies aimed at personalizing HRI and allowing robots to
adapt their behavior dynamically. Finally, we introduce AL methods
in artificial intelligence that allow systems to learn while performing a
task.

2.1. User identification in social robotics

Computer vision has gained attention in artificial systems over the
last few decades. Especially in robotics, the combination of optical and
depth sensors has opened up a broad range of opportunities to enhance
the capabilities of these systems. In this sense, face recognition has been
deeply studied in artificial intelligence as a non-intrusive technique
that does not require the user’s participation (Gruber et al., 2017).
Face recognition is currently applied to applications such as surveil-
lance (Cheng et al., 2018; Fang et al., 2020; Martínez-Díaz et al., 2021),
the identification of objects and people (Gireesha et al., 2021; Zhang,

2021), and robotics (Sharif et al., 2017; Alimuin et al., 2020; Mary g
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et al., 2020). In these scenarios, some of the most well-known methods
for face recognition are the eigenface approach (Rahman et al., 2014),
Fisherman’s method (Belhumeur et al., 1997), Gabor wavelet (Zhang
et al., 2005), support vector machine (Gumus et al., 2010), and lo-
al binary pattern (Ahonen et al., 2006). Recently, face recognition
echniques have greatly improved thanks to the development of deep
onvolutional neural networks (Kim, 2017a). The significant improve-
ent of these new techniques is due to an increased detection accuracy
ompared to conventional methods (Masi et al., 2018). This fact implies
significant improvement in implementing face detectors in real-time
pplications, like the one we present in this contribution.
When it comes to social robots, users typically feel comfortable

nteracting with systems capable of performing face recognition meth-
ds because they find this functionality similar to how people per-
eive the environment. Thus, the visual capabilities of many social
obots have been improved through the inclusion of skills such as user
dentification. Moreover, in social robotics, face recognition can im-
rove HRI in many different ways (Sanjaya et al., 2017). For example,
ozmo (Touretzky and Gardner-McCune, 2018) can identify the user’s
ace and change its behavior accordingly. Similarly, Hobbit (Fischinger
t al., 2016) can distinguish faces, objects, and gestures. Like Hobbit,
yPEHUL (Sanjaya et al., 2017) can recognize and track a human
ace using the Viola–Jones algorithm. Another example is the Sanbot
obot (Ashtari et al., 2020), which uses a face recognition system based
n convolutional neural networks.
In conclusion, the literature describes many scenarios in which face

ecognition can be applied. Furthermore, the number of social robots
hat include user identification mechanisms based on a face recognition
ystem is increasing due to the availability of low-cost optical and
epth sensors. To enhance the face recognition process, our approach
ombines state-of-the-art techniques to detect the presence of a user,
dentify the user using their face, and correct their position if they are
ot correctly seated in front of the robot. Additionally, this work applies
ace recognition for user identification using a convolutional neural
etwork-based algorithm to achieve the optimal detection accuracy.
ur method allows the robot to train the network online and in real
ime using a few images obtained from the user when they meet the
obot for the first time.

.2. User profiling in artificial intelligence

The literature on creating a user profile is vast (Ahmad et al., 2017).
n a recent study, Rossi et al. (2017) investigated the information that a
omplete user profile should contain. The authors agreed that learning
s many attributes as possible from the user is necessary to attain a
ariable and adaptive interaction. Additionally, people typically feel
hat artificial agents are more intelligent and friendly if they can learn
rom the interaction and apply the information that they gathered in
he future (Fong et al., 2003; Schneider and Kummert, 2021). For
xample, Yu et al. (2006) developed a system that merges the profiles
f a group of people to recommend an enjoyable TV program.
Similarly, Besio et al. (2008) proposed a framework that allows toy

obots to evaluate the user’s needs and build appropriate play activities
ased on their analysis. The focus is on robot–child interactions that
id physically or cognitively impaired children. Following this line of
esearch, Mason and Lopes (2011) proposed a learning system for a
ocial robot that adapts, using repeated interactions, to how the user
ommunicates with the robot. As a result, the robot can proactively
ommunicate with the user, providing the system with a high de-
ree of autonomy. Prischepa (2012) applied a similar methodology.
n her study, a mobile robot creates and completes the user profile
hile considering the interaction’s psychological aspects, calculating
he probability of successfully conveying the communicative goal.

User profiling and robot adaptation have been broadly used to
ssist older adults in different domains. Following this line of investi-

ation, Hutson et al. (2011) studied whether social robots can improve
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the quality of life of older people. They conclude that, for social robots
to coexist with humans (especially older adults), multiple requirements
must be fulfilled, including maintenance, an adequate user experience,
and functionality. Likewise, for a group of older adults with cognitive
impairments, Granata et al. (2013) assessed the qualitative usability
of robot services, focusing on researching whether some features of
older adults, such as their cognitive profiles, affect the use of the robot.
The authors proposed that the age, cognitive profile, and computer
experience of an older adult impact their task performance. Thus,
older adults with cognitive impairments committed more errors than
cognitively healthy elderly people. In another healthcare application, a
robot with personalized user behaviors was developed by Agrigoroaie
and Tapus (2016) for the elderly. The robot aims to adapt to older
adults’ needs while interacting with them. The framework considers
information from the user, such as their personality, cognitive disability
level, internal emotional states, and preferences, to fulfill the user’s re-
quirements. Like the previous authors, Xie et al. (2018) used profiling in
elderly healthcare to detect scalpers (robots) that automatically attempt
to create fictional appointments in a saturated hospital. Following this
line of research, Mahieu et al. (2019) explored personalized HRI by
using semantic ontologies and context for social robots working in
smart environments based on Internet of Things technology.

More recently, Martín et al. (2020) developed a novel method that
allows social robots to adapt by performing user profiling in physical
rehabilitation scenarios. The robot can generate patients’ personalized
therapies based on interactions with the user. Conversely, Martins et al.
(2019) focused on the non-physical aspect, evaluating the current liter-
ature to try to define the existing gaps in user adaptation and profiling.
Machine learning theorists have also tackled user-adaptive mechanisms
in robotic domains. In this context, Hameed (2016) designed a natural
language processing system that was meant to endow social robots with
intelligent communication capabilities. The system identifies the user
using face recognition and artificial neural networks to improve the sys-
tem’s predictability by storing the interaction feedback. Papadopoulos
et al. (2021) applied this idea to large-scale multi-agent systems. Their
model learns the user profile in collaborative human–robot scenarios to
execute optimal collaborative behavior. Huang et al. (2020) proposed a
psychological set of questions that were asynchronously used to define
the user profile according to many cognitive aspects. The idea was to
use this method during HRIs to obtain meaningful information about
special groups like older adults. Finally, Bhutoria (2022) reviewed
papers that tackle personalized education in different countries using
a robot with adaptive capabilities that generates unique sessions for
each user.

In this contribution, particular attention should be given to the
works of Goodrich and Schultz (2008), Rossi and Lee (2017) and Rossi
et al. (2017) since they provide extensive and detailed definitions of
robot adaptation to social-environmental factors using user profiling.
However, in most works, the robot does not create the user profile
online; the users complete their profiles by hand or using an online
survey before starting the activities, and these profiles are input into
the robot by the developers. Consequently, our work takes strong inspi-
ration from Mason and Lopes (2011), where the user profile is created
from repeated HRIs. Additionally, the work by Huang et al. (2020) uses
profiling questions that are asynchronously presented to the user to
complete an initially empty profile. Although both works demonstrate
promise in the field, they lack adaptive mechanisms for updating user
information, as they both rely on predetermined questions for prefer-
ence learning. Our work, in contrast, proposes dynamically adapting
the robot’s behavior to complete the user profile, avoiding user fatigue
and asking only the questions necessary for each interaction. Moreover,
our work does not focus on learning how to perform a task with the
help of the user but rather on creating a profile that enables the robot
to proactively propose different activities to increase user acceptance
and enhance the user’s entertainment level during interactions.

On the other hand, most of the works presented above agree that a

face detection system is a critical tool for identifying and adapting to
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users. However, there is not any work in the literature that considers
the online creation of multiple user profiles and the retraining of the
face recognition algorithm without needing to restart the system, which
is what our method proposes.

2.3. Active learning in artificial intelligence

AL (Settles, 2009) is a machine learning paradigm that lets the
learning agent determine the samples that are used for training. While
supervised strategies use labeled datasets, AL relies on the user or
teacher to obtain labels for unlabeled samples (Racca et al., 2019).
Thus, AL models increase the learning speed by providing better out-
comes than passive strategies if the active learner can select the es-
sential parts that are necessary to learning the task (Taylor et al.,
2021).

The efficiency and interactive nature of the learning process in
social robots and HRI contexts make AL appropriate for both areas (Fu
et al., 2013). Cakmak and Thomaz (2012) carried out the first work that
we found in the literature using AL methods. The authors introduced
a new learning method in a socially interactive robot and concluded
that users perceive a robot as more intelligent when it asks questions
about features and uses queries similar to those humans use in learning
tasks. Similarly, Racca and Kyrki (2018) proposed an AL technique
for learning different tasks that combines learning by demonstration
and natural language queries. Hayes and Scassellati (2014) designed
a robot that could ask questions during the execution of a task to
obtain information about the security of the next step. Finally, in a
similar fashion, Sadigh et al. (2017) presented an AL application in
which an autonomous car learns the user’s driving style preferences
and compares these preferences with information obtained from past
experiences with a broader group of drivers.

Some works have studied AL in query selection mechanisms to
develop temporal task models (Racca and Kyrki, 2018), learn natural
language descriptions (Thomason et al., 2017), or study the impact
of the user response quality on human–robot conversations (Gonzalez-
Pacheco et al., 2018). Gonzalez-Pacheco et al. (2018) compared passive
and AL outcomes by considering the quality of user answers. The
authors concluded that AL substantially outperforms passive learning
when the feedback provided by the user is accurate and framed cor-
rectly. However, a sparse user response may lead to a significantly
worse learning accuracy in AL settings. These results support the belief
mentioned above of Racca et al. (2019) concerning the necessity of
optimally selecting and framing the learning actions to allow the system
to succeed in AL scenarios. Finally, Tripathi et al. (2021) developed a
system for actively learning users’ faces. This face recognition consists
of a two-step process in which a machine learning model is first trained
and then performs the face selection strategy. The authors concluded
that the accuracy of their system is quite good, although environmental
conditions may decrease the detection accuracy.

Regarding AL, the primary novelty of our system is the ability to
train the facial recognition system and finish the user profile without
restarting the system. This method, which has not been used in any
previous work found in the literature, makes it possible for the robot
to learn information from new users to adapt its social behavior to their
particular traits. However, the work of Tripathi et al. (2021) inspired
us to develop our model, which uses AL to learn more features of the
faces it already knows. The primary limitation of Tripathi’s work is
that his system cannot be trained on new faces. In addition, it does not
work in real time because it requires lengthy processing and training
periods. In our work, the robot can increase the number of users it
encounters and learn their preferences in real time, exhibiting behavior

that approximates how humans interact with new people.
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Fig. 1. The social robot Mini was devised to assist older adults during cognitive
stimulation therapies and working on entertainment sessions. The touch screen is used
to communicate with the user and execute activities.

3. Materials and methods

AL is a methodology based on allowing the algorithms used for
learning to optimally select the data from which they learn. Conse-
quently, the agent (in this case, our social robot) requires less training
to obtain the information needed to select more accurate actions and
perform better in dynamic environments. As stated by Settles (2009)
and as presented in our approach, the actions of the users that interact
with the robot are essential to producing optimal AL since they continu-
ously provide feedback to the robot about how to update the algorithms
used for learning.

We apply AL in this work in two different ways. On the one hand,
we use computer vision techniques to identify the users that are actively
interacting with the robot. If a user is not identified, we also include
AL to dynamically guide the user so that they are correctly positioned
in front of the robot and take face pictures that are used to train a
face detector online, increasing the number of users that the robot
knows. On the other hand, we use AL to retrieve user information to
personalize HRIs actively. In this case, the user profiling algorithm is
aware of which features have not yet been obtained from the user or
can be updated, and it adapts the interaction to fill in the user profile
in fewer interactions.

This section presents Mini, the social robot used to integrate our
system and defines the three state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms
that are used for detecting, identifying, and correcting the position of
the user; AL is used to perform online learning to identify users in order
to create their profiles and personalize the interaction. Then, we show
the methodology used in user profiling.

3.1. The social robot Mini

The social robot Mini (Salichs et al., 2020), represented in Fig. 1,
is a desktop robot capable of performing different activities, such as
describing the latest news or playing different games with the user.
The robot has capacitive touch sensors on its shoulders, belly, and
head, a microphone to capture the user’s speech, and an RGB-D camera
to perceive the environment. In addition, Mini has five degrees of
freedom (the base, arms, head, and neck), two OLED screens that depict
eyes, an array of 8 LEDs to simulate a mouth talking, and RGB LEDs
4

that simulate the heartbeat and the cheeks to improve the robot’s
expressiveness. The robot communicates with people by using a speaker
to play verbal and non-verbal sounds and by using a tablet to display
videos, images, and menus. One of the main limitations of the Mini
robot is the lack of a graphics card due to its small size. Consequently,
we use the Intel Neural Compute Stick 2 (NCS2) device to perform the
functions of the convolutional neural network.

Mini’s software architecture is divided into six modules, as shown
in Fig. 2. At the lowest level, the detectors allow the robot to perceive
information from the environment (colors, movement, the presence of
a user, object recognition). The Perception Manager is the module that
manages the low-level information provided by the detectors. It merges
the information from the detectors into a standard message that can be
understood by the rest of the modules. Next, the HRI Manager deals
with the interactions between the robot and the users. This module is
essential since it allows Mini to process all the information collected by
the Perception Manager, analyze the relevant information, and generate
an appropriate response.

Then, the Decision-making System determines and controls the robot’s
behavior. This block proactively selects different activities to engage
the user and enhance the interaction with the user. Additionally,
the Decision-making System uses the information from the Long-term
Memory, which contains the user’s preferences and past experiences. If
the user also has a profile stored in the memory module, Mini loads it
to provide a personalized interaction with the user. Finally, the robot’s
Skills include activities such as quiz games, providing the weather
forecast, and playing multimedia content. The Decision-making System
controls the robot’s Skills, which communicate with the HRI Manager
to obtain the information they need to succeed in the interaction. For
example, if the robot asks the users how much they liked an activity,
the HRI Manager controls the question execution and retrieves the
user’s answer, generating an appropriate message that the Skills can
understand.

The system proposed in this work is integrated into the detectors
included in the Perception Manager, the Skills, and the Decision-
making System. Regarding the detectors, the system employs one to
detect the user, one to identify the user’s position in front of Mini, and
another to estimate the pose of the user’s head. We have developed
the AL method inside a robot Skill called Profiling Skill (see Section 3)
that is used to control user profiling. This Skill exchanges information
with the Decision-making System to keep the user profile updated and
manage the information stored in it in order to adapt the HRIs. In our
AL system, the Perception Manager and the HRI Manager are essential
to communicating with the user straightforwardly and understandably.

3.2. Computer vision algorithms

The detectors employed to identify the user run using a Realsense
d435i1 RGB-D camera1 that captures visual information in front of the
robot. We divided the face recognition process into three phases: (i)
detecting the user’s presence, (ii) performing image preprocessing to
detect the face in the image, and (iii) identifying the user’s face. The
user detection method utilizes a Tiny-YOLO-based detector (Redmon
and Farhadi, 2018) with a model pre-trained on the Coco dataset that
detects up to 80 classes, including people. The input to the model is
an RGB image with a 1 × 3 × 416 × 416 (batch size × channels × height
× width) shape. The model’s output is 1 × 255 × 26 × 26, where 255
represents three anchor box class scores, the object scores, and the
bounding boxes.

The last phase involves training the convolutional neural network
to identify users. Hence, the last phase is a real-time face recognition
system that compares the faces in a database with the faces detected in
the input image of the camera. Our AL system can train the recognition
system in real time when new users are registered. This feature allows

1 https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435i/.

https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435i/
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Fig. 2. Software modules in Mini’s software architecture. The blocks directly related to Active Learning System presented in this contribution are highlighted in red. The detectors
obtain information from the environment that the Perception Manager processes. Then, the HRI manager handles the communication with the user executing the actions (skills)
requested by the decision-making system, which is connected to long-term memory to manage the user information.
the robot to add users without restarting the system. Our proposal uses
two pre-trained models for face detection and recognition.

Intel’s face-detection-retail-0004 detects faces in the different images
captured by the robot’s camera. This model uses the SqueezeNet neural
network for indoor and outdoor image classification, with an accuracy
of above 80% for front-view images. The input of the SqueezeNet model
is a BGR color image with a shape of 1 × 3 × 300 × 300 (batch size

channels × width × height). The model’s output has a shape of
× 1 × 𝑁 × 7, where N is the number of faces detected in the image.
n addition, for each detected face, we obtain an image ID, a label,
he confidence degree, the position of the face bounding box (𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 and
𝑚𝑖𝑛), and the bounding box size (𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥).

On top of the face detection algorithm, FaceNet (Schroff et al., 2015)
dentifies the users from the detected faces. Google researchers created
his model using a deep convolutional neural network that maps images
f people’s faces into Euclidean spaces, collecting face landmarks. The
lgorithm obtains the landmarks from the similarities and differences
etween the faces. As a loss function, the model utilizes the triple loss
see Eq. (1)), where 𝑥𝑝𝑖 is an image with the same identity (positive
mage), 𝑥𝑝𝑖 represents the anchor image, 𝑥𝑛𝑖 is an image with a different
dentity (negative image), and 𝛼 is the margin applied between positive
nd negative samples. This function reduces the distance between pos-
tive cases and increases the distance between negative cases, as faces
ith the same identity appear to be closer than faces with different
dentities. The model outputs are the user’s name (or unknown if the
odel did not recognize the face) and the recognition confidence. A
elevant feature of this network is real-time retraining. This feature
llows us to add new users to the neural network database at any time
ithout restarting the system. We register new users after creating their
rofiles so that the robot will recognize them in the future.

𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 =
𝑖

∑

𝑁
[
[

‖

‖

‖

𝑓 (𝑥𝑎𝑖 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥𝑝𝑖 )
‖

‖

‖

]2

2
−
[

‖

‖

𝑓 (𝑥𝑎𝑖 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥𝑛𝑖 )‖‖
]2
2 + 𝛼]+ (1)

The system performs three verifications after taking face pictures to
nsure that the collected images are valid for the detector: it determines
i) if the user is centered in the image using the head position obtained
ith the face detector, (ii) if the user is looking straight ahead using
he head pose detector, and (iii) if the user is at an appropriate distance
approximately 1 m away) using the depth information of the camera.
f these conditions are not fulfilled, the robot corrects the user position
sing a head position corrector developed in this contribution.
The head position corrector method uses visual information based

n a head position detector. For the face detector to work accurately,

he user’s face must be directly facing the camera without presenting

5

Algorithm 1 Computer vision method
Require:

Known user database 𝐷
Input image 𝐼
𝑁 ≥ 0 ← 0, faces in 𝐼
FaceNet Model 𝑀
Recognition threshold 𝜃

Ensure:
�̂�𝑖 ← label for each face ⊳ Predict class label �̂�𝑖 ∈ 𝐷
𝛿 ← recognition uncertainty
for 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 do ⊳ Loop all detected faces

𝛼 ← face pitch ⊳ Get head pose
𝛽 ← face yaw
𝛾 ← face roll
𝑥, 𝑦 ← face position in 𝐼 ⊳ Get face position
𝑑 ← face depth ⊳ Get face depth
if 𝛿 ≤ 𝜃 then ⊳ Check if user is known

Store (𝐼𝐷) ← 𝐷𝑖 ⊳ Save user ID
while 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑑 ≠ correct position do ⊳ Check if user

position is correct
robot_action = ‘‘correct user position’’ ⊳ Correct user

position
end while
Store (𝐼𝑡, 𝐼𝑡+1, 𝐼𝑡+2, 𝐼𝑡+3 and 𝐼𝑡+4) ← 𝐷𝑖 ⊳ Save user face

images
else

Load user profile
end if

end for
Update 𝑀 and 𝐷 with new users ⊳ Update model and known user
database
Train model with new faces ⊳ Trigger learning online without
restarting the system

occlusions. For this reason, the head position corrector uses the head
position detector to instruct the user on how to look at the camera when
the images are taken and stored in the robot’s long-term memory. The
head detector works with a pre-trained network (Hu et al., 2021). As
Eq. (2) shows, this network outputs a 6D vector that represents the head
pose 𝑦𝑡 from a point cloud sequence 𝑋 in frame 𝑡. Then, it integrates
a convolutional neural network that provides the three rotation angles
for the heads in the image. The average errors and standard deviations
in the angle estimation performed to correct the user’s head position
are 5.5 ± 4.4◦ for yaw, 5.5 ± 5.3◦ for pitch, and 4.6 ± 5.6◦ for roll.

6
𝑓 (𝑋, 𝑡) = 𝑦𝑡 with 𝑦𝑡 ∈ R (2)
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Algorithm 1 shows the process followed by the vision algorithms in this
contribution to trigger the AL method in order to learn the faces of new
users that interact with the robot.

3.3. User profiling

In our approach, the robot users have a set of features 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 that
are unknown at the beginning of the interaction. The robot’s goal is to
actively learn these features using HRI to personalize its activities and
dialogues. In the beginning, all the features are unknown, so the robot
has to select which features are a priority, i.e., which features should be
completed first. In our method, we propose that the features be divided
into socio-demographic, interests, and preferences categories, as shown
in Appendix.

The features in the socio-demographic category are more important
for creating a personalized interaction than the features in the interests
and preferences categories, since they contain meaningful information
that can be used to provide a feeling of closeness, so they are ob-
tained first. Then, the interests and preferences features are randomly
obtained, since both categories have the same importance. It is worth
noting that in the real operation of the system, the robot does not obtain
all the features one after the other; instead, it incorporates the profiling
questions into the general flow of the interaction. If all the user features
have been obtained, some of them can be updated, since they may
change with time. Therefore, our method allows the robot to keep the
user information updated to produce personalized interactions over a
long period of time.

Algorithm 2 describes the user profiling method proposed in this
ontribution; it is used to obtain the user features and to personalize
RIs for each specific user. This method is based on AL and is executed
very time the robot decides it is time to continue performing user
rofiling, something that takes place after it finishes an activity.

. The active learning system

This section presents our active user identification and profiling
ystem. It describes the system, showing how it learns to identify new
sers, dynamically obtains their information to create their profiles, and
ersonalizes its interactions.
As Fig. 3 shows, and as we describe below, our system uses three

tages to produce online user identification and to dynamically create
he user profiles to generate personalized interactions with each user.

1. Interactive recognition: The learning process starts with the
user identification phase in which the robot detects whether or
not the user’s face is known. The robot loads the user profile
and personalizes the interaction if the user is known. If the user
is unknown, Mini creates a unique user profile using HRI. This
subsection describes how the robot performs presence detection,
face detection, and head position correction and how it actively
updates the face detector to identify new users.

2. User profiling: The user profile consists of face images and
structured text information. The systems carry out HRI in differ-
ent ways to retrieve user information depending on whether the
user is known. This stage describes how the system dynamically
loads and updates the user profile if the user is known and how
it creates a user profile from scratch.

3. Decision-making and interaction personalization: Finally, we
describe how the robot employs the user information during
decision-making and personalizes its interactions with each user.
6

Algorithm 2 User profiling method
Require: List of user features 𝐹
Ensure: A feature 𝑓 is returned to be completed/updated
if not all 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 completed then ⊳ Check if there are empty features

𝑓𝑝 ← Socio-demographic features ⊳ Get socio-demographic
features

socio_demographic_features ← [] ⊳ Define auxiliary list
for 𝑓 ∈ 𝑓𝑝 do ⊳ Loop all socio-demographic features

if 𝑓 is socio-demographic and not completed then ⊳ Check if
feature is empty

socio_demographic_features.insert(𝑓 ) ⊳ Save feature in list
end if

end for
if socio_demographic_features not empty then ⊳ If the auxiliary

list is not empty
Return random(socio_demographic_features)⊳ Randomly get

one feature from list
else

𝑓𝑖 ← Interests and preferences features ⊳ Get interests and
preferences features

other_features ← [] ⊳ Define auxiliary list
for 𝑓 ∈ 𝑓𝑖 do ⊳ Loop all interests and preferences features

if 𝑓 is interests or preferences and not completed then
other_features.insert(𝑓 ) ⊳ Save feature in list

end if
end for
Return random(other_features) ⊳ Randomly get one feature

from list
end if

else
updatable ← [] ⊳ Auxiliary list to save updatable features
for 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 do ⊳ Loop all features 𝐹 and get updatable ones

if 𝑓 is updatable then
updatable.insert(𝑓 ) ⊳ Append feature in list

end if
end for
Return random(updatable) ⊳ Randomly get one updatable

feature
end if

4.1. Interactive recognition

The AL system starts working when a user sits in front of the robot
and is correctly detected, as the flow diagram depicted in Fig. 4 shows.
e define the process as interactive because user recognition is carried
ut online and is supported by the interaction with the user. The robot
ses the three detectors introduced in Section 3 in an AL setting to

perceive and identify the user. First, Mini uses a presence detector
that runs in the robot’s computer to determine when the user is seated
in front of the robot. Second, it uses a face detector that runs in the
NCS2 stick to identify users by their faces. Third, the robot uses a head
position detector that runs in the robot’s computer to explain how the
user should position themselves if the presence detector detects the user
but the face detector does not detect their face. The presence detector
works reasonably well and provides stable measurements that indicate
whether the user is seated in front of the robot or not. Nevertheless,
for the face detector to work correctly, the user must be positioned in
front of the robot and the face detector model must be trained with at
least five user facial images.

Once the robot detects a user seated in front of it, two events can
occur. The first event involves the user deciding not to create their user
profile. In this situation, the robot will not store user information, and
the interaction will not be personalized. The second alternative involves
the user allowing Mini to create the profile. In this case, Mini creates
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Fig. 3. The Active Profiling System consists of an interactive recognition phase to identify users, a profiling phase to obtain their information, and a personalization phase to
adapt HRI. These phases are repeated to obtain user information and personalize the interaction with each user.
Fig. 4. Flow diagram representing the AL profiling process we propose in this work. The system employs visual information to check whether the user is known. Depending on
his information, the decision-making system controls the user profiling and the activity selection to obtain user information and personalize the interaction.
n empty profile that is filled using HRI. The profile contains socio-
emographic data and the user’s interests, hobbies, and preferences,
hich are stored in the robot’s memory.
If Mini detects a user and detects their face, but does not recognize

hem, the robot verbally informs the user that the profiling process is
bout to start. First, Mini takes at least five pictures of the user’s face
o that it can recognize them in future interactions. On the other hand,
7

if the user is detected, but their face cannot be detected, Mini instructs
the user using the head position detector. The head position corrector
developed in this contribution considers the following alternatives: it
can indicate that the user should move right, move left, move closer,
move further away, look up, look down, look right, or look left.
Fig. 5(a) shows how the robot guides the user when the user is too close
to the camera. The second example, shown in Fig. 5(c), represents how
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Fig. 5. Three examples showing the guided head correction process (a) the robot corrects the user’s position (b) the robot corrects the user’s position (c) the robot corrects the
user’s head pose position the user’s face in front of the camera. The robot can correct four wrong poses, looking right, left, up, and down and four positions, misaligned to the
right or left, too close, or too far.
the robot assists the user when the user is on the left side of the image.
Finally, Fig. 5(b) shows the robot guiding the user when the user is
looking to the right; it asks the user to look a little bit to his left.

After guiding the user to the correct position, if the user is unknown,
the robot takes at least five pictures so that it can recognize them in
future interactions. If the robot recognizes a user with low confidence,
it checks the recognition by asking for the user’s name and surname.
If the user was correctly detected, Mini loads the user’s profile and
personalizes its HRIs with the user. Additionally, if there are still empty
or updatable attributes, Mini asks the user to complete them. Mini will
create a new user profile if the detection does not work and if the user
gives consent. Once the profile is completed, Mini personalizes its HRIs,
including the user information in the sentences it says and selecting the
user’s favorite activities more often.

During the profiling of new users, once Mini obtains face images of
the user, the system retrains the face detector online to gain knowledge
and recognize the user in the future. The detector is trained in the
background without the need to restart the system, using the periods of
low payload (e.g., during the night), since the training requires specific
computational resources from the robot.

4.2. User profiling

In the second stage, user profiling involves obtaining meaningful
user information to personalize decision-making and HRIs. According
to the flow diagram shown in Fig. 4 and the methodology described
in Section 3, the user profiling method we propose in this contribution
for the social robot Mini can occur in two different ways: creating a
new profile from scratch or loading and updating a previously created
profile,.

In both approaches, Mini performs the profiling by using an au-
tomatic speech recognition (ASR) system (Alonso-Martín and Salichs,
2011) connected to an Olympus ME52 microphone to understand the
user’s speech. The ASR is grammar-based, and it extracts the semantic
meaning of the user’s spoken answer in structured text. The ASR obtains
user information about a predefined list of attributes (see Appendix)
that is stored in the user profile. Additionally, if a question is too com-
plex for the ASR, we use a tablet menu displayed on the robot’s touch
screen, where a predefined list of answers appears (e.g., asking the
user’s occupation with the options unemployed or student, among oth-
ers). Finally, Mini uses text-to-speech (TTS) to verbally communicate
information to the user and ask different questions.

4.2.1. Creating a new user profile
The user profiling consists of Mini asking the user questions from

a predefined list Appendix and taking pictures of the user’s face, as
described in the previous subsection. The user profiles are stored in
the robot’s memory and can be dynamically uploaded in the future.
8

The robot organizes the user’s attributes into three categories: socio-
demographic information, interests, and preferences. The questions
related to socio-demographic information are typically open-answer
questions such as, for example, ‘‘What is your name?’’ or ‘‘Where are
you from?’’ Questions about interests are generally Yes/No questions,
such as ‘‘Are you interested in video games?’’ Finally, questions about
preferences are usually expressed like the following example question:
‘‘How much do you like quiz games?’’ The preferences questions require
a rating, so we use a 5-point Likert scale. The user can use the ASR or
tablet menus to provide an answer.

The robot must retrieve some initial attributes (name and surname)
and at least five face images to create a basic user profile. Without
these initial attributes, profiling cannot take place. The user has three
attempts to answer each question. If the user does not answer in
those three attempts or if the robot cannot understand the answer, the
profiling process is aborted but can start again in the future. On the
other hand, if all the attributes are filled in, the user profile is complete,
and the robot can start personalizing the interaction with the user.

4.2.2. Loading and updating the profile of a known user
If the perception system identifies a user with an existing profile,

Mini can load the user information from its memory to personalize
the interaction. If the profile has some incomplete attributes due to an
unexpected abort of the user profiling or a short interaction, Mini can
continue with the profiling, asking the necessary questions to complete
the empty attributes. In addition, Mini can update some attributes even
if they have already been completed (e.g., interests or preferences).
Thus, the robot can maintain an updated profile and be aware of the
latest user information. The updating and filling in of the user attributes
do not necessarily occur in the current interaction but can occur in the
future. Nonetheless, the more information Mini knows about the user,
the better the personalization will be.

4.3. Decision-making and interaction personalization

The user identification and profiling system based on AL aims
to personalize the robot’s decisions and interactions. Mini uses the
information stored in the user profile in two different ways. On the one
hand, Mini can use the user attributes to change the sentences that it
says during the communication dynamically. Thus, for example, it can
call the users by their names or congratulate them on their birthdays.
On the other hand, personalization can also occur during decision-
making. For example, since the robot knows the user’s preferences and
interests for different categories (e.g., music, sports, or video games),
it can autonomously propose their favorite activities or play the style
of music that they prefer. Two HRI scenarios in which the social robot
Mini interacts with new and known users are used to demonstrate both
kinds of personalization. In the first case, the personalization improves
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as Mini retrieves more and more information from the user and applies
it to HRI and decision-making. In the second case, personalization
occurs during the interaction since Mini already has information about
the user. These scenarios are described in Section 5.3.

5. Results

This section describes the experimental scenarios and the results
concerning the robot usability and user entertainment level when the
users tested our user profiling method under three different scenarios.
Additionally, it describes the pipeline followed by the AL system during
its regular operation in two real HRI scenarios.

5.1. Experimental setup and scenarios definition

The experiments that we carried out were meant to assess (i) the
users’ opinions, expressed using a usability scale, concerning whether
they prefer to complete their user profile by using an online survey
(the typical approach in guided therapies with robots), interacting with
a dull robot without expressiveness, or interacting with a cheerful
and expressive robot; (ii) the users’ entertainment level, which was
measured using a 5-point Likert scale (with the options ‘‘not at all’’,
‘‘little’’, ‘‘average’’, ‘‘quite’’, and ‘‘a lot’’), at different stages of the
profiling process under the scenarios mentioned above; and (iii) the
effectiveness of the user identification and profiling process using an
AL approach.

The objective of these experiments was twofold. On the one hand,
we wanted to investigate whether people engage in completing the
profiling with the robot and determine if the profiling process has a
higher usability than an online survey (which is the method typically
used in social robotics for profiling users). Second, once we confirmed
that people prefer to create their profile by interacting with the robot,
we created two HRI scenarios to show Mini’s response when it interacts
with new or known users.

To validate the users’ opinions concerning completing the pro-
file using different alternatives, we used the System Usability Scale
(SUS) (Brooke, 2013), which provides the user’s ratings of the identifi-
cation and profiling processes in terms of the system’s usability. This
questionnaire has been previously used in similar works to measure
the usability of social robots (Hammer et al., 2017; Luria et al., 2017;
Di Napoli et al., 2018; Olde Keizer et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2022).
ince all the participants were Spaniards aged 18 to 53, we used a
panish version of the questionnaire in the evaluation (Sevilla-Gonzalez
t al., 2020). During the statistical analysis that was performed on
he experimental data using the ANOVA test (Kim, 2017b) to find
tatistically significant differences in both the robot usability and the
ser engagement level during the profiling, the software removed the
esults of one participant in Scenario 2 and another in Scenario 3, as
hey were identified as outliers.

The following subsections describe the dynamics of the three scenar-
os that we evaluated in our HRI study, which are depicted in Fig. 6.
hen, in Section 5.3, we describe two HRI scenarios involving the real
peration of our AL system.

.1.1. Scenario 1: Filling out an online survey
This scenario assessed 19 participants (11 women and 8 men) who

sed an online survey to create their profiles. The process consisted of
he participants answering 49 questions (listed in Appendix) grouped
nto three categories: socio-demographic data, interests, and prefer-
nces related to the different entertainment activities of the robot.
hen, the user had to complete the SUS questionnaire (Brooke, 2013) to
ate the usability of this profiling method. It is worth mentioning that
ocio-demographic questions were asked in the same order in which
hey are presented in Appendix (starting with the name and surname,
nd ending with more specific socio-demographic questions) because
reating a user profile from scratch requires mandatory user features
9

hat must be obtained first. Nevertheless, we randomized the order of
he questions related to interests and preferences to avoid biasing the
esults. We measured the user’s entertainment level when the survey
as 20%, 40%, 80%, and 100% complete by asking how much the user
njoyed the profiling process—participants in this scenario required
round 11 min to complete their entire profile using the online survey.

.1.2. Scenario 2: Interacting with a dull robot
The second scenario followed a method similar to that of Scenario 1,

ut instead of having participants fill out an online form, the robot used
ts HRI capabilities to create the user profile. Fifteen people participated
n this scenario; 6 were women and 9 were men. In this scenario, the
obot asked each of the questions listed in Appendix using the same
entences used in Scenario 1. As previously stated, the robot asked the
ocio-demographic questions in the strict order set in Appendix, but
he order of the questions concerning interests and preferences was
andom. Once their profiles were finished, users had to fill out an online
urvey and complete the System Usability Scale questionnaire (Brooke,
013). Next, to add new users to the face database, the robot carried out
he user identification process described in Section 4. This online mech-
nism allows the robot to recognize the user in subsequent sessions,
oading the users’ information and providing them with a customized
nteraction experience. Since the online survey did not include the
ser face recognition process, we moved the activity of taking the face
ictures to the end of the experiments in the two scenarios involving
he robot to avoid biasing the results. Participants did not know about
he profiling process or the questions that were formulated.

As in Scenario 1, the robot measured the users’ entertainment levels
y asking if they were entertained during the profiling processes at four
ifferent checkpoints, as Fig. 6 shows. In this scenario, the participants
equired around 14 min to complete the profiling process since the
obot required some time to say the sentences that guided the profiling.

.1.3. Scenario 3: Interacting with a cheerful robot
The third scenario used a kind and cheerful robot during the profil-

ng process. Fifteen participants (7 women and 8 men) created their
rofiles using this method. In this scenario, the robot followed the
ame procedure that it followed in Scenario 2, but at some steps, it
rovided anecdotes, jokes, and joyful expressions intended to enrich the
nteraction and improve the user’s engagement. We hypothesized that
he user would rate the usability and entertainment level of a cheerful
nd interactive robot more highly, because it alleviates the boredom of
nswering a sequence of simple consecutive questions. In this scenario,
e measured the user’s entertainment level at the same checkpoints
sed in Scenario 2. The average amount of time that the participants
eeded to complete the profiling process in this scenario was around 18
in because the sentences spoken by Mini to engage the participants
ere longer than those in the previous scenarios.
It is worth mentioning that the dynamics presented in the three

cenarios assessed in the HRI study do not show the actual operation
f the AL system. Instead, Section 5.3 explains the natural operation
f the AL system for user recognition and profiling by describing two
cenarios that demonstrate how the system works in different ways
epending on whether the robot knows the user or not.

.2. Usability and entertainment results

We used the System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke, 2013) to eval-
ate the system’s usability under the three scenarios presented in
ection 5.1 (see Fig. 7). The results indicate that users found that the
sability of completing their profile with a dull robot (𝜇 = 83.21, 𝜎 =
0.45) was higher than the usability of completing this task with a
heerful robot (𝜇 = 82.14, 𝜎 = 9.49), and it was higher than the usability
f an online survey (𝜇 = 71.05, 𝜎 = 13.31). We also examined whether
he usability ratings depended on the evaluation scenario by comparing
cenarios in pairs. Since the data followed a normal distribution, we
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Fig. 6. The conditions assessed in the experiment followed different dynamics. The online survey (Condition 1) did not include the face recognition process like Conditions 2 and
3 did. The user entertainment level was measured at four checkpoints (CP 1, 2, 3, and 4). The profiling comprised responding to socio-demographic, interests, and preferences
questions. Finally, the participants of all conditions completed the SUS questionnaire.
Fig. 7. Mean and standard deviation usability ratings for the three conditions assessed in the experiment. We obtained a significant statistical difference between robot conditions
nd the online survey (𝑝 < 0.05), but not among the robot conditions. Significant statistical differences are denoted with ∗.
applied the ANOVA test (Kim, 2017b) to find statistically significant
ifferences between scenarios. The one-way ANOVA test on the us-
bility ratings, considering the scenario as the dependent variable,
roved that the evaluation scenario does affect the usability ratings
𝑝 < 0.01). Statistical differences among the scenarios were obtained
y performing a posthoc Tukey test (McHugh, 2011) between Scenario
(online survey) and Scenario 2 (dull robot) (𝑝 = 0.014, 𝜂2 = 0.202) and
etween Scenario 1 and Scenario 3 (cheerful robot) (𝑝 = 0.027, 𝜂2 =

0.202). There were no statistically significant differences between the
two scenarios involving the robot (𝑝 = 0.968, 𝜂2 = 0.202).

The user entertainment level during the profiling was measured at
different stages of the process (20%, 40%, 80%, and 100%). Users rated
how entertaining the profiling process was in each stage using a 5-point
Likert scale. Fig. 8 shows the mean and standard deviation values of
the ratings for each scenario under evaluation: completing the process
through an online survey (Scenario 1), interacting with a dull robot
(Scenario 2), and interacting with a cheerful robot (Scenario 3). The
results show that the participants who interacted with the robot found
the task more entertaining than those who completed their profile using
the online survey.
10
Additionally, as we expected, a cheerful robot engages and enter-
tains the user more than a dull robot, resulting in a higher rating for
the cheerful robot for all entertainment measurements except at the
end of the experiment (100%). This issue may be due to the duration
of the process, since Scenario 3 (cheerful robot) might fatigue the user,
as it lasts four minutes longer than Scenario 2 (dull robot). It is worth
mentioning that the user entertainment level decays as the process
advances for both scenarios in which the robot is involved (Scenarios
2 and 3), probably due to the duration of the process. Therefore,
we statistically analyze the data to seek significant differences in the
users’ entertainment levels among the three scenarios tested. Since
the data were normally distributed, we applied the one-way ANOVA
test to compare the scenarios. However, we did not obtain significant
differences in this study when the scenarios were compared.

5.3. Human–robot interaction scenarios

This subsection describes how the system works when the robot
meets a user for the first time, a scenario in which the robot tries to
recognize the user, but the recognition fails. At that moment, the robot
learns the user’s face and creates a user profile from scratch. Next, in
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Fig. 8. Mean and standard deviation entertainment ratings for the three conditions assessed during the user profiling process. Evaluations were produced at four checkpoints,
comprising approximately 20, 40, 80, and 100% of the profiling progression. Condition 1 refers to completing the profile using an online survey, Condition 2 completing the profile
interacting with a dull robot, and Condition 3 interacting with a cheerful robot.
Fig. 9. Operation of the AL method for user profiling and identification when the robot meets a user for the first time, and his profile has to be created from scratch using HRI
combined with activity personalization.
the meeting a known user subsection, we describe the case in which Mini
recognizes the user, loads their user profile, and adapts its interaction
with the user.

5.3.1. Meeting a user for the first time
This scenario describes the case in which Mini meets a user for

the first time. We recorded a video2 showing how Mini tackles this
situation. The perception system of the social robot Mini continuously
looks for new events happening in its surroundings, waiting for changes
in the environment. For example, when a user sits in front of the robot,
the Perception Manager detects the user and informs the Decision-
making System. At that moment, the face recognition detector starts
working to check whether the user’s face matches any known faces.
In this scenario, the face recognition fails to identify the user, so
the Decision-making System receives a message from the Perception
Manager indicating that the profiling of a new user should start. Then,
the Decision-making System stops its current activity and initiates a
conversation with the user.

As Fig. 9(a) shows, the conversation always starts with Mini greeting
the user and being happy to meet them. Next, the robot informs the user
that it will create a new profile. If the user consents to this, the profiling
starts. First, the robot creates a new profile in its memory containing a
unique user ID defined by the face detector algorithm. Next, the robot

2 Link to video: https://youtu.be/nEOuDp7KLVA.
11
starts filling in the profile with basic information using HRI. Initially,
the robot asks the user for their first name and surname (first two socio-
demographic questions in Appendix). Then, the user has to respond
using their voice, and the robot stores the answer in the user’s profile
using the corresponding attributes.

Before taking photos of the user’s face, Mini properly informs the
user about the action it will take. Next, the robot asks the user to
look to forward while seated. If the user’s position is correct, the robot
takes five pictures and stores them with the user’s socio-demographic
information. On the other hand, if the user is not correctly positioned
during the face capture process, the robot will tell the user where to
look (up, down, right, or left) or move (closer, further away, to the left,
or to the right) using the head position corrector, if necessary. Once
the face recognition system has five user face pictures, the profiling
process continues with more questions. After acquiring the pictures,
the face recognition system automatically trains again, in real time,
to include the pictures of the new user. Hence, the system continues
working without being restarted.

After creating the basic user profile (ID, name, surname, and face
pictures), the robot continues collecting information from the user.
First, the robot will ask the user about socio-demographic data such as
their birth date, the location of their home, their education level, etc. As
Appendix shows, the number of questions that must be asked to achieve
a complete profile is high, so the robot randomly chooses between 3 and
5 questions to slowly complete the user’s profile. In this work, we have

selected this number of questions based on the results shown in Fig. 8

https://youtu.be/nEOuDp7KLVA
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Fig. 10. Operation of the AL method for user profiling and identification when the robot knows the user and her profile was created in a previous interaction.
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ince the entertainment level decreases with the number of questions.
n future work, the profiling skill will be able to stop the process at
ny time if the user feels fatigued and to reduce the time needed to
omplete the profile. After these questions, the interaction continues,
ith the robot proposing entertainment activities to the user. Initially,
he activity selection does not fit the user because the user profile is
ncomplete. However, as the profile gains information, the robot will
djust to the user features. Thus, the robot will combine entertainment
ctivities with questions to continue filling out the profile to improve
uture interactions.

.3.2. Meeting a known user
The second scenario concerns the robot meeting a user whose profile

as created in a previous interaction. In this scenario, which is also
hown in a video,3 the face recognition system informs the Decision-
making System that a known user is in front of the robot, as Fig. 10(a)
shows. The user recognition takes a couple of seconds; the amount of
time needed for this task increases as the number of users in the robot’s
memory increases. Therefore, while the recognition takes place, the
robot keeps the user engaged by talking. Then, the Decision-making
System decides whether the user profiling has to continue or if it is
time to execute another activity. The activation of the user profiling
process depends on the number of empty attributes in the user profile.
If some attributes are still missing, the robot activates the profiling
process and asks the user specific questions to obtain such information.
For example, as Fig. 10(b) shows, Mini looks for empty attributes and
formulates an appropriate question since the profile is incomplete.

Fig. 10(b) shows how the robot asks questions to determine the
user’s birth month, whether she is interested in watching TV series,
and if she uses social networks. The robot stores the responses to
these questions in the user profile, with each response attached to a
particular label identifying the attribute. The interaction continues with
the robot proposing that they play a quiz game. As Fig. 10(c) shows,
he selected activity is among the user’s favorite activities since she
reviously indicated an interest in video games and quiz games. After
he game is played, the interaction continues with the robot asking the
ser how much she liked the quiz game that was just executed.
Finally, the interaction ends with the user saying goodbye to the

obot and Mini thanking the user for the time that they spent together.
his running example demonstrates the active profiling of the user,
ince it shows how specific user attributes can be updated. Neverthe-
ess, some attributes remain constant with time (e.g., the user’s name).
urthermore, the robot occasionally asks again for those parameters
elated to interests and preferences to keep the profile updated with
he latest user concerns.

3 Link to video: https://youtu.be/fPaKuIg4jgo.
 t

12
6. Discussion

The experimental results in the previous section show that users
found completing their profile using the robot more entertaining than
the online survey. However, the results also demonstrate that the
users’ entertainment levels decreased during the experiment using the
robot. This effect is notable in Scenario 3 (cheerful robot), probably
due to the longer duration of the profiling process (around 11 min
or Scenario 1, 14 min for Scenario 2, and approximately 18 min for
cenario 3). As mentioned above, this issue suggests that users should
rogressively complete the profiling questions rather than answering
ll the questions at once. Thus, we believe users will not be as fatigued
f their engagement with the robot is improved. On the other hand, for
he online survey, the entertainment rating increases for the first three
heckpoints (20%, 40%, and 80% of the way through the process) but
ecreases for the last checkpoint at which the user entertainment level
as measured (when 100% of the profiling was complete). We believe
hat this increase is related to the fact that the users prefer the ques-
ions concerning interests and preferences over the socio-demographic
uestions.
Focusing on the evolution of the entertainment ratings, it is worth

oting that the users had to complete the usability survey between the
wo last checkpoints (80% and 100% of the way through the profiling
rocess). Therefore, changes in the entertainment level at the 40% and
0% checkpoints are not dependent on the dynamics of the profiling
xperiment, as this stage is the same for all conditions. Despite the pos-
tive outcomes obtained from comparing the two scenarios involving
he robot, the statistical analysis (ANOVA test) showed that the user
ntertainment level did not differ significantly between these scenarios
uring the profiling.
Contrary to our initial hypothesis, the usability results show that the

ull robot has a higher usability score than the cheerful one. However,
he difference between Scenarios 2 (dull robot) and 3 (cheerful robot)
s minimal (1.2%). Additionally, we can state that the usability can be
onsidered high for both scenarios involving the robot (Brooke, 2013)
nd acceptable for the scenario involving the online survey. Thus, the
tatistical analysis results from the ANOVA test support our hypothesis
hat the robot (both conditions) is easier to use for the profiling process
han the online survey.

By analyzing the results of the individual questions of the SUS
urvey in more detail, we detected interesting cases that stand out.
or the statement ‘‘I felt very confident using the system’’, the average
ating for the online survey was 3.34∕5, while in the scenarios involving
he robot, the ratings were above 4.60∕5. These outcomes show the
ifferences between directly interacting with the robot and using the
nline survey. In the former case, participants felt more confident than
hey did in the latter case, which is more impersonal. Another statement

hat had significantly different ratings for different scenarios was ‘‘I

https://youtu.be/fPaKuIg4jgo
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Table 1
Comparison of related work measuring the usability of social robots using the SUS
questionnaire in different applications from more recent to more older references.
Paper # participants Application Usability

score

Condition 1:
Online survey

19 User profiling with
survey

71.05

Condition 2:
Dull robot

15 User profiling with social
robot

83.21

Condition 3:
Cheerful robot

15 User profiling with social
robot

82.14

Zou et al. (2022) 15 Social robot in education >70
Olde Keizer
et al. (2019)

20 Social robot for older
adults

62.50

Di Nuovo et al.
(2019)

36 Social robot in cognitive
stimulation

76.40

Luria et al.
(2017)

42 Social robot as home
assistant

∼53

Hammer et al.
(2017)

24 Social robot as a
recommender system

71.46

think I would like to use this system frequently’’. The robot scored
greater than 3.80∕5 in both robot scenarios, and the online survey
scored 2.86∕5. This result is significant because it demonstrates that
users prefer to interact with robots, even though it takes more time
than answering the same questions using the online survey.

According to the literature summarized in Section 2, our method
overcomes most of the limitations currently presented in the state-of-
the-art works on user profiling and interaction personalization (Martins
et al., 2019; Martín et al., 2020; Papadopoulos et al., 2021). Specif-
ically, our contribution presents an AL method for generating new
user profiles that combines computer vision (face recognition) and HRI
(retrieving user data) to increase the number of users known by the
robot actively and to collect their information. Additionally, although
some of the previous works (Agrigoroaie and Tapus, 2016; Xie et al.,
018; Huang et al., 2020) allow the robot to perform profiling and
ersonalize its interactions, none of them contemplates the possibility
f dynamically switching between different profiles using face recogni-
ion, nor do they consider learning new users’ faces and creating new
sers’ profiles using HRI. As Table 1 shows, some works have previously
easured the usability of social robots in different applications like
ducation or cognitive stimulation. These works all present usability
cores above 50 points out of 100, highlighting the robot by Di Nuovo
t al. (2019) in cognitive stimulation with older adults that obtained a
core above 75 units. However, no work reaches usability scores above
0 units as our robot does.
Regarding our system’s limitations, it is worth mentioning some

ssues related to its operation and validation. In the first place, we
escribed the real operation of the system in two scenarios presented
n Section 5.3. However, the scenarios we used in Section 5 to validate
he system do not show the real operation of the system. The main
ifferences between the experimental evaluation and the real operation
f the system are the following: (i) unlike in the experiments, the
rofiling process in real scenarios is not completed all at once but is
ivided into different interactions to avoid fatiguing the user; (ii) in
ddition to completing the profile in a cheerful manner in Scenario
, the robot behaves cheerfully with the user in the actual application
ince the results prove that this is the preferred mode of operation in
hort interactions; and (iii) in the experimental evaluation, the face
ecognition process is not run in Scenario 1 (online survey) and is
oved to the end of the profiling process in Scenarios 2 and 3 (dull
obot and cheerful robot) to avoid biasing the data collection. However,
n real environments, the face recognition process is carried out just
fter asking the user their name and surname; it occurs at the beginning
f the profiling so that the robot can recognize the user in subsequent
nteractions.
13
. Conclusion

This paper presents a dynamic user profiling and recognition system
or social robots to generate personalized interactions. The system uses
L based on computer vision and HRI detecting when a new user
ppears to trigger a user profiling process autonomously. Since learning
ust occur without restarting the system, the face recognition model
ust be retrained in real-time. We hypothesized that users filling out

heir profiles by interacting with the robot would rate the process more
ntertaining than filling out an online survey. We also speculated that
he robot’s help during the profiling process would result in better user
cceptance, as the usability of the robot should be higher than that of
he online survey. The results support these hypotheses showing that
nteracting with a cheerful robot produces better entertainment scores
han interacting with a dull robot and completing the online survey
uring the initial stages. However, the dull robot obtained the best
ntertainment score at the last checkpoint. The usability scores show
hat the robot is more usable than the online survey. Interestingly,
dull robot presents higher usability ratings than a cheerful robot,
robably because the users feel it is more straightforward and forthright
n its behavior.

The two case studies presented in this manuscript show the robot’s
daptive behavior using visual and user information, leading to a more
atural behavior. In contrast, the primary limitation of the study is
he disparity between the validation tests and the real operation of
he system. For the validation, the robot created the complete profile
n a single interaction. However, profiling in real domains would be
ompleted over multiple interactions to prevent user fatigue, and the
obot would enrich the interaction by combining personalized dia-
ogues and activities. Besides, the robot would acquire the images for
acial recognition at the start of the personalization process instead of
t the end, which is when it acquired the images during validation tests.
n this vein, we would like to examine the application of the AL system
o long-term HRI scenarios, testing the system’s full functionality with
ts users. In future work, we would like to assess the actual effect of
he personalized robot’s behavior on prospective users. This study may
ermit us to determine if a personalized interaction makes users per-
eive the robot as a more intelligent and responsive machine. Besides,
uture research can improve the system by including a feature selection
trategy using the robot’s context to produce a more natural interaction.
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Appendix. Online survey

The following appendix contains the survey used for evaluating the
profiling process in the three scenarios. As mentioned above, questions
are organized into personal, interests, and preferences categories. When
presented to the user, personal questions are sorted as presented next.
Nonetheless, interest and preferences questions are randomized.

Personal questions:

• What is your name?

• What is your first surname?

• What is your second surname?

• What day is your birthday?

• In which month is your birthday?

• What year were you born?

• Where do you live?

• What is your country of origin?

• What is your occupation?

• What is your educational level?

Interest questions:
Are you interested in ...?

• Videogames

• Reading

• Photography

• Films

• TV series

• Cooking

• Social Networks

• News

• Weather

• Internet

• Music

• Videos

• Purchasing

Preferences questions:
How much do you like to ...

• Play quiz games?

• Play classic games?
• Play brain training games?

14
• Listen to English pop?

• Listen to English rock?

• Listen to Spanish pop?

• Listen to Spanish rock?

• Listen to Latin music?

• Watch animal photos?

• Watch amazing landscapes photos?

• Watch historical monuments photos?

• Be informed about last news?

• Be informed about national news?

• Be informed about international news?

• Be informed about sports news?

• Be informed about the weather forecast?

• Watch comedy videos?

• Watch cooking recipes videos?

• Watch videos about epic sports moments?

• Listen to classical audiobooks?

• Listen to historical facts?

• Listen to tales?

• Listen to funny jokes?

• Listen to Spanish sayings?
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